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AGENCY 

Henderson Represents Inc. (HRi Talent) originally Henderson & Romo Inc.,was founded in 

2005. With over 17 years agent experience Michelle Henderson is focused on maintaining a tight 

pool of recognizable, proven and consistent talent, while selectively adding “up and coming” 

young actors, as well as seasoned performers, celebrities, and top models for all divisions of this 

growing company. With their worldwide media connections in TV, Film, New Media and Print 

advertising, Henderson Represents Inc. (HRi Talent) is committed to keeping up with everything 

entertainment and branding as it applies to actors. Continually building on a solid foundation of 

loyalty, respect and strength of reputation, Henderson Represents Inc. (HRi Talent) is excited to 

set a new industry standard with their commitment to personal attention and continued education 

in media/telecommunications. Henderson Represents Inc. (HRi Talent) is a S.A.G./ A.F.T.R.A 

Franchised and State Licensed Talent Agency representing both Adults and Children for all TV, 

Film, Print, Celebrity Campaigns and Brand Marketing. Henderson Represents Inc. (HRi Talent) 

works hand and hand on a daily bases with top ad agencies such as Leo Burnett, Saatchi & 

Saatchi, Mcgarry Bowen, Deutsch, Wieden+Kennedy, Ogilvy & Mather, DDB etc. As well as all 

studios, casting directors and production companies. 

 

Tanya Kleckner - Director Theatrical 

Tanya joined HRi Talent in early 2008 but her story and career started much earlier. Hails from 

Cambridge, England. Having a well-known and prominent musician as a father, she grew up 

around many famed and celebrated artists. Her father's work with Jimi Hendrix, The Beatles, 

Shirley Bassey, Nina Simone, Billy Holiday, etc. inspired Tanya to pursue music. The power 

packed combination of her ability to play many different instruments, hands on music industry 

knowledge and college degree in Music, earned her a position as a sound engineer. Tanya 

worked in many British Studios with amazing artists and legends including Led Zepplin, Tina 

Turner and The Who. Later, Tanya decided she wanted to explore other branches of 

entertainment and leapt at the opportunity to work at the BBC. She successfully worked as a 

producer of Children's TV Shows but still felt that there was something more for her. Tanya 

realized that if she really wanted to know more about the Entertainment Industry she would have 

to move to the epicenter.Los Angeles. For twenty years Tanya worked her way through the 

Talent Agency and Management system and has been wildly successful. Along the way, she has 

earned a reputation as a "straight-shooter" and has accumulated a fiercely loyal clientele 

following. She has worked with such greats as, Kelsey Grammer, Edward James Olmos, Faye 
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Dunaway, James Coburn and the Coppola Family. Her industry contacts are endless, HBO, 

Revolution Pictures, ABC, NBC, FOX, TNT, Universal, etc. So is her talent record having 

booked numerous series regulars, including recurring roles and Pilots for HBO, ABC, NBC, Fox 

such as Constantine, Sin City Saints, Cedar Cove and NCIS: New Orleans. Tanya looks forward 

to having a long, prosperous career with HRi and will always seek out and represent the "hottest" 

talent in the both the U.S. and her native UK. 
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